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The reason for this is that the circle ordinarily used to construct these roots is 
symmetrical with the X axis and thus we find the center by the simple bisection 
and do not have to draw this circle to find the one root that we need from this 
equation. In exactly the same manner M is the intersection of the X-axis 
and the circle with center B and radius BE. Hence we have the larger root of the 
equation (2), 

OM= yl. 

Now erect a perpendicular to the X axis at M and lay off 

MHI= OF. 

Thus the coordinates of the point H are (yl, Y4). It is evident that the circle on 
EH as a diameter intersects the X axis so that OS and OR are the roots of equation 
(1) and since OR is the larger, 

OR = 2 cos 2. 

Having twice the cosine of the angle it is an easy matter to find the required 
angle. Bisect OR in T and draw the unit circle VUE. Construct the angle, 
sp= 2ir/17 from the known cosine. Of course UV subtending the angle sp is 
the required side of the regular 17-gon. 

GAUSS AND THE REGULAR POLYGON OF SEVENTEEN SIDES. 

BY R. C. ARCHIBALD, b3rown University. 

Recent publications call attention to new material' in connection with the 
history of the construction of the regular polygon of seventeen sides. The 
discovery that this construction could be effected with ruler and compasses only, 
was one of which Gauss was vastly proud2 throughout his life and also, according 
to Sartorious von Waltershausen,3 the one which decided him to dedicate his 
life to the study of mathematics. As it is recorded of Archimedes that he desired 
a sphere inscribed in a cylinder to be engraved on his tombstone, and similarly 
with Ludolph van Ceulen as to the value of ir to 35 places of decimals, and with 

1 C. F. Gauss als Geometer von P. Stackel (Materialien fur eine wissenschaftliche Biographie 
von Gauss, Heft V), Leipzig, 1918 (see pp. 78, 96); Carl Friedrich Gauss Werke, Band 10, Abteilung 
1, Leipzig, 1917 (see pp. 3-4, 120-126, 487 and the facsimile of Gauss's notebook 1796-1814). 

2 The very first entry in his notebook " 1796 Mart. 30-1814 Jul. 9 " is: " 1796. Principia quibus 
innitur sectio circuli ac divisibilitas eiusdem geometrica in septemdecim partes etc. Mart. 30. 
Brunsv[igae]." Again, in his own copy of his Disquisitiones Arithmeticae he wrote the following 
note in the margin beside article 365: "Circulum in 17 partes divisibilem esse geometrice, detexi- 
mus 1796 Mart. 30." And finally, on page 77 of "Scheda Af," begun in 1801, Gauss brought 
together a number of dates which were of importance to him. The first four of these were: 1. 
Jan., 1801, Ceres discovered; 28. March, 1802 Pallas discovered; 19. Feb., 1803 Pallas rediscovered; 
30. March, 1796, "Construction des 17 Ecks." 

8 Gauss mum Geddchtnis, Leipzig, 1856, p. 16, "Diese Entdeckung, welche Gauss bis zum Ende 
seines Lebens sehr hoch schatzte, ist es v&rnehmnlich gewesen, welche seinem Leben eine bestimmte 
Richtung gegeben hat, denn von jenem Tage an war er fest entschlossen, nur der Mathematik 
sein Leben zu widmen." 
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Jacques Bernoulli as to a logarithmic spiral, so also, according to Weber,' Gauss 
requested that the regular polygon of seventeen sides should be engraved on his 
tombstone.2 

In a letter to Gerling dated January 6, 1819, Gauss elaborates the thought 
underlying the theory of polygons in his Disquisitiones Arithmetice (D.A.), 
Lipsiae, 1801, through special reference to the polygon of seventeen sides; then 
after a paragraph generalizing the result to suitable prime numbers p = 3, 5, 17, 
257, 65537, . . . he continues: 

"The history of this discovery has up to the present nowhere been publicly 
alluded to by me; I can give it very exactly, however. The day was the March 
29, 1796,3 and chance had absolutely nothing to do with it. Before this, indeed 
during the winter of 1796 (my first semester in Gottingen), I had already dis- 
covered everything related to the separation of the roots of the equation 

xP -1 
x -1 

into two groups, on which the beautiful theorem on the lower part of page 6374 
depends, without making note of the day. After intensive consideration of the 
relation of all the roots to one another on arithmetical grounds, I succeeded 
during a holiday in Braunschweig, on the morning of the day alluded to (before 
I had got out of bed), in viewing this relation in the clearest way, so that I could 
immediately make special application to the 17-side and to the numerical verifi- 
cation. Of course still other investigations of the seventh section of the D.A. 
were added later. I announced this discovery in the Literaturzeitung of Jena 
where my advertisement was published in May or June 1796.5 The printing of 
my Disq. Arith. began in April 1798, continued slowly and was several times 
entirely stopped (because the printer moved away from Braunschweig, whence 
from sheet R on another type is used) and was completed in the summer of 1801. 

"In the year 1798 or 1799 v. Zimmerman told something of my research to a 
certain Hugene or Huguenot (a Prussian officer) passing through Braunschweig. 
On his request I gave him a little paper, which he kept, containing the complete 
theory of the 17-side (about as above, but much more in detail). This person 
had the impudence afterwards to publish a work,6 which I have not myself seen, 

1 Encyclopadie der elementaren Algebra und Analysis bearbeitet von H. Weber. Zweite Auf- 
lage, Leipzig, 1906, p. 362. 

2 This request was not granted, as it was in eaich of the other cases mentioned. 
At this time Gauss was eighteen years of age, but was nineteen on the following April 30. 

4Gauss, Werke, Band I, p. 443. 
6 Intelligenzblatt of the Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung, Nr. 66, 1 Junius, 1796, col. 554. Two 

mistakes in connection with this reference are made by Klein, "Gauss' Wissenschaftliches Tage- 
buch 1796-1814 mit Anmerkungen herausgegehen" (Mathematische Annalen, Band 57, 1903); 
his reproduction of Gauss's advertisement is also inexact. Gauss's "Tagebuch" is reprinted in 
facsimile in Gauss Werke, Band 10. The last sentence of Gauss's advertisement is as follows: 
"Diese Entdeckung ist eigentlich nur ein Corollarium einer noch nicht ganz vollendeten Theorie 
von gr6sserem Umfange, und sie soil, sobald diese ihre Vollendung erhalten hat, dem Publicum 
vorgelegt werden." 

6 Mathematische Beytrdge Zur Weiteren Ausbildung angehender Geometer, von dem K. Preuss. 
Hauptmann im Feld-Artillerie Corps v. Huguenin, K6nigsberg, bey Goebbels & Unger, 1803. 
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where he sets forth this matter in such a way that the reader might well believe 
that it was Huguenot's own work! Unluckily however this book was first 
printed several years after the appearance of my D.A., so that his shamelessness 
is all the more ridiculous."' 

In a letter to Gauss dated Helmstedt, March 22, 1802, and first published in 
1917 (l.c.), Professor J. F. Pfaff quoted the following construction for the 17-side 
from a letter he had received from Pro- p 
fessor Pfleiderer: "Diametro CH circuli 
dati ad extremum eius C normalis du- 
catur PN recta: a qua abscindantur pri- 
mum CF = 14 CH; tum FM, FN utraque 
- FH. Bifariam in punctis L, 0 secen- 
tur rectae CM, CN: et ad centrum D cir- / F \ 

culi propositi ductis LD, OD rectis, ab . .-- .B 
perpendiculo PN abscindantur LP = LD, c - 
OQ = OD. Ad rectam CQ applicetur 
rectangulum (CSQ) aequale rectangulo o/ 
sub DC et SP, et excedens quadrato 
(quod fit, si recta PN ad Q punctum nor- Nt 
malis ducitur QR = CP, et super diam- 
etro DR circulus describitur secans rectum CP in S). Denique centro C, inter- 
vallo CS, describatur circulus, secans propositum circulum in B. Erit HB latus 
polygoni regularis XVII laterum, circulo dato inscribendi." 

Gauss refers further to the regular polygon of seventeen sides in a report of a 
paper delivered by Erchinger in 1825 before the Royal Society of Sciences at 
Gdttingen. Gauss gives Erchinger's geometrical construction3 of the 17-side 
and remarks that it flows naturally from equations which he had given in the 
Disquisitiones. He then points out that the merit of Erchinger's paper was not 
so much in this construction as in the synthetic proof4 of its correctness since 
"this is carried through with such admirable painstaking care to avoid anything 
not elementary, that it reflects honor on the author and inspires the hope, that 
his truly uncommon mathematical talent may find every encouragement." 

I Gauss was inaccurately informed as to the book of v. Hugenius. On page 283 of this book 
is the following footnote: "That the regular seventeen-sided polygon inscribed in a circle could be 
constructed by quadratic equations, was first discovered by a young geometer of Braunschweig 
whose name as I remember it is Gauss: he made the results known to several scholars and since 
this aroused wonderment and perhaps some disbelief, he gave also something of his method. 
At this time (in the year 1796) I happened to be in Braunschweig where apart from all that one 
knew of this unexpected solution, I had the pleasure in a short time, on following this trail, of 
eliciting his own solution; the solution given here is, however, my own and wholly different from 
that; hence I feel free here to make this known as my property since I leave the publication of the 
first solution, which was wholly trigonometric, to its discoverer himself." 

2 "Geometrische Construction des regelmiissigen Siebenzehnecks," Goettingische gelehrte 
Anzeigen, Dec. 19, 1825, no. 203, p. 2025; Gauss, Werke, Band 2, pp. 186-187. See also Bulletin 
des Sciences Math6matiques ... (F6russac), Vol. 5, 1826, pp. 299-300. 

3 This was reproduced in this MONTHLY, 1916, 252. 
4Unfortunately this proof has not been preserved. 
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While Gauss refers to two earlier synthetic constructions of Paucker,' as the 
only previous ones which he knew had been publicly discussed, he remarks that 
that of Erchinger is "different and carried through more in the spirit of pure 
geometry." 

Stiickel reviews the discussions of the division of a circle into n equal parts, 
by means of imaginary quantities and the solution of the equationXn - 1 = 0, 
by Cotes,2 De Moivre,3 Euler,4 and Vandermonde,5 and the development of their 
ideas by Gauss in connection with the problem of constructing a regular in- 
scribed Dolvzon. 

PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION. 
[N.B. The editorial work. of this department would be greatly facilitated if, on sending in 

problems, the proposers would also enclose their solutions-when they have them. If a problem 
proposed is not original the proposer is requested invariably to state the fact and to give an exact 
reference to the source.] 

2843. Proposed by E. R. MOORE, University of Chicago. 
Show that the maximum of the absolute value of 

2(a +i b)(x + iy) + i(a +i b)(z + iw) + i(c + id)(x + iy), 

where i =- 1 and a, b, c, d, x, y, z, w are real numbers for which 
a2 + b2 + C2 + d2 = X2 + y2 + Z2 + w2 = 1, 

is 1 + i,_. Study the locus of point-pairs P = (a, b, c, d), Q = (x, y, z, w) of the unit-sphere 
in real four-space for which this absolute value assumes its maximum value. 

2844. Proposed by J. L. RILEY, Stephenville, Texas. 
Decompose into simple fractions the number 613835 (Gauss, Disq. Arith., Werke, vol. 1, 

pp. 386-387). 

2845. Proposed by E. L. POST, Princeton University. 
Prove that if y, is a solution of the functional equation 

=X Yx2+1 + yz+i x 
for positive integral values of x with yX > 0, then 

Lim y. log x = 1. 
x 00b c 

2846. 
Find the entire volume within the surface X112 + y1/2 + z'/2 = a"2. (W. A. Granvile, 

Elements of Differential and Integral Calculus, revised ed., 1911, p. 420.) 
This equation, rationalized, is the equation of Steiner's quartic surface, every tangent plane 

to which cuts it in two conics. (Cf. Salmon-Rogers, Analytic Geometry of Three Dimensions, 
5th ed., vol. 2, 1915, pp. 171, 201, 207, 213f. Also C. M. Jessop, Quartic Surfaces 1916, Cbapter 7.) 

1 (1) " GeometrischeVerzeichnung des regelmassigen 17-Ecks und 257-Ecks in d. Kreis," Jahres- 
verhandl. d. kurldndischen Gesellsechaft fu2r Litteratur und Kunst, Mitau, Band 2, 1822. (2) Die 
ebene Geometrie der geraden Linie und des Kreises. K6nigsberg, 1823, p. 187. Paucker is also 
the author of: (3) De divisione geometrica peripheriae circuli in XVII partes cequales, K6nigsberg, 
1817. 

2 R. Cotes, Harmonia mensurarum, sive analysis et synthesis per rationum et angulorum men- 
suras promota. Cambridge, 1722. 

3 . De Moivre, Miscellanea analytica, London, 1730. 
4 L. Euler, Introductio in analysin, Lausanne, 1748, especially t. 1, cap 8: De quantitatibus 

transcendentibus ex circulo ortis. 
5C. A. Vandermonde, "Remarques sur les problemes de situation," Histoire de l'Acad., 

ann6e 1771, Paris 1774; Memomres, p. 566. "Sur la r6solution des 6quations," p. 365. 
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